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A

t first glance, I
appear to be one
of those people
whose college major is
totally unrelated to their
present occupation.
It's partially true.
As a national political
reporter for Townhall.com
— a website for conservative politics — I more
frequently think about
Nancy Pelosi than George
Casey. Senate and the
House committee meetings are more my thing
than hoplite warfare
(sorry, Wayne Lee). Unmanned aerial vehicles are
a little less on my radar
than Airforce One.
And you know
what? It stinks! If I could
have it my way, we'd all
be George Casey, fighting
hoplite-style, with unmanned aerial vehicles.

How cool would that be?
We'd have great heads full
of greying hair, bronze
breastplates with the

Jillian Bandes (‘07)
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crest emblazoned on the
front, and super computers that controlled the
coolest remote control
planes you've ever seen.
Jackie would be there,
jumping out of the planes,
despite the fact that they
were supposed to be un-

manned. She would be
throwing candy as she
went.
I recently got into a
conversation with some
friends, which, before I
got away, led me to the
statement that I just
"loved war." War is the
worst thing in the world,
and I of course do not
love it. But after a few
adult beverages, I was
unable to defend my
choice of major any other
way. "What about the
peace?" my friends asked.
Well, yes, there is the
peace. But if you want to
ensure peace, you must
prepare for war. And
that's exactly what I was
doing in PWAD. Preparing for war.
My war is a little
more tame, to be sure. It's
more along the lines of

Reflecting on PWAD
By JJ Raynor (‘09)

I

was deep into the
game. Every shadow
was an ominous
shade; every turned corner
a potential ambush.
Armed to the teeth with
washable markers and
wearing the longest
sleeves I could find, I
planned my attack. Then
it happened, I dropped my
guard momentarily in the
sacred sanctuary of the
coffee shop. A fellow
PWADer swooped in,
black marker slashing. I

was out. Four hours into
the game of Assassins and
I was already on the goner
list. I had counted on one
of the multiple people
going into the armed
forces knocking me out of
the game before too long;
I just hadn’t expected it to
happen so fast. That
whole week I had been
bragging to my nonPWAD friends about how
awesome PWAD is – not
only did we have the
tightest (cont’d p.5)
Former Student Body
President JJ Raynor (‘09)
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On Peace, War, and Defense: Then and Now
by Richard Kohn

W

hen I came
to Carolina
in the fall of
1991, I had barely
heard of the Curriculum
and knew very little
about it. What a wonderful surprise when
Don Higginbotham and
the acting chair, Russ
Van Wyk, explained it
to me and drew me immediately into its community. The name and
acronym, PWAD,
struck me as a little
odd, but I soon learned
from colleagues and
documents in the files
why we had the name.
An interdisciplinary undergraduate major devoted to the study
of national and international security appealed
to me enormously. I
had dreamed of something like that for years,
and even designed my
own minor in graduate
school in what became
at King's College
“War Studies,” and is
known in the US as Security Studies or Strategic Studies. So in a
sense I was coming
home–and our connection today with War
Studies at King’s completes the circle for me
personally.
At the time,
there were less than a
dozen majors in the

junior and senior
classes. Russ appointed me along with
an enthusiastic Comm
Studies prof. named
Cori Dauber to a committee to reconsider
the requirements for
the major. At the
time, some thirteen or
so courses had to be
completed, some 39
hours, and the offerings were declining,
making completion of
the degree a real challenge. The committee
rethought the field and
the major, and arrived
at the structure we
have today.
That spring the
dean asked me to chair
the Curriculum. I was
of course delighted
and honored. As part
of my negotiations, I
asked for a fax machine. “Why do you
need that,” he asked in
all sincerity; “ we have
only one for the whole
of South Building!”
Having been in the
Pentagon the previous
decade, I smiled and
told him that there
would soon be many
more in South Building, and that to do our
work we needed one.
Skeptically, he agreed.
Neither of us had ever
heard of email, if it
existed in the spring of

1992.
In
the next
year, 1993,
we graduated two
people: Jon
Ellison and
Corey Stewart–-two
wonderful
and very
different
people. For
a
“ceremony,”
our practice
was to take
them to lunch with a Former Chair Dr. Richard
PWAD professor of Kohn
their choice. It was
lovely. A few years
later, when our numbers began to rise, we
realized that lunch
was impractical, so
we decided to have a
“The smartest
reception like the dething I did as
partments. Our
choice was the area
chair was to
outside Hamilton
hire [Jackie
hall, after graduation
Gorman] in ‘96
in the stadium, and it
has worked out magwhen the job
nificently. That’s became open.”
cause of . . . Jackie
Gorman, of course!
Jackie arranges it all
and makes it happen.
The practice of giving
a rose to the Mom or
Grandma of each
graduate was Cori’s
idea–as a Comm
Studies (cont’d p.3)
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On Peace, War, and Defense: Then and Now, cont’d from p.2

thing else a
whole staff
does for a
department
with dozens of majors (we
have 257 at
this writing), but
she does all
with great
PWAD majors gather to watch the Tar Heels
joy, grace,
play in the Men’s Basketball NCAA National
efficiency,
Championship game
speed, perscholar and prof., she
fection, and I might
knows how to put on a
also say, cunning.
show–indeed she pioWe’ve absorbed
neered it filling in as
budget reductions,
chair one semester
growth (students, mawhen I was on research jors, courses, etc.),
leave.
new administrative
Jackie Gorman
procedures, and the
has made all the differlike–all without missence for our curricuing a beat. And she’s
lum. The smartest
just a joy to converse
thing I did as chair was
with, laugh with, cry
to hire her in ‘96 when
with, and get advice
the job came open. We from–and
named it “Programs
wouldn’t
Administrator” because think of corthe duties and responsi- recting a forbilities were, and are,
mer chair for
so wide-ranging. She
such an ugly
was eager to take up the sentence!
challenge and we’ve
Benever looked back. Not cause of
only does she do all the Jackie’s
work of a department
warm hospimanager, department
tality and efscheduler, department
fective adaccountant, department
ministration,
undergraduate studies
we began to
administrator, chair’s
grow in the
secretary, and everylate 1990s.

We made two improvements that also
helped. When the
dean’s office asked
all the units in the
College to undertake
long-range planning,
I put a couple of majors on the committee
and polled both our
alumni and majors.
The two recommendations that I most
remember were to
offer an introductory
course so that students receive early an
overview of the field
and get to know their
classmates and others
majoring in the Curriculum, and to have
some programs
(including social
events) to get students together occasionally. (cont’d p.4)

“The historical
record is
clear; war
happens in, to,
and by the
United States
approximately
every
generation at a
minimum.”

PWAD majors at lunch with Chair Dr. Joe Glatthaar at the Carolina Club
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On Peace, War, and Defense: Then and Now, cont’d from p.3

We began each with
wonderful results. In
the fall of 1999 I taught
the first version of
PWAD 350 to between
25 and 30 students,
mostly juniors but a
smattering of sophomores and seniors.
Some memorable characters there! But no
names, no names, particularly those of the
speaker of the student
government who often
disagreed with the
group (persuasively!),
and the guy who turned
in his take-home final
exam with 110 footnotes. And then there
was the former Marine.
...
The day before
9/11, I taught a guest
class for Prof. Dauber
in 350 on Clausewitz,
Machiavelli, and the
nature of war. Near the
end I wrote on the

blackboard “War is
_________” and had
the class fill in the
blank. All the words
were negative of
course. I told them
that as much as they
might hate war, they
would experience it at
least once and probably several times during their lifetimes.
The next day. . . . I
wasn’t prescient or
making a lucky if horrible guess. The historical record is clear;
war happens in, to,
and by the United
States approximately
every generation at a
minimum. That, and
the circumstances of
our college, is why so
much of the Curriculum contains history
courses and history
professors.
I left the
chair’s office in the
spring of 2006, after
fourteen years, with
wonderful memories
and great pride: in our
students, alums, professors, course offerings, programs, and of
course the great karma
the College and UNC
imparts to practically
everything they do and
every activity they undertake. I knew our
future was bright in
the capable hands of

Jenny Boyle (‘10) and Sarah York (‘10)

Majors with Jackie at the 2009

Joe Glatthaar, and
PWAD graduation reception and
ceremony
now Wayne Lee.
Nearly every day on
campus I drop in on
Jackie to say hello,
get help in some way,
meet the students
crowding her office,
and catch up on the
gossip. Just like the
majors who love the
Curriculum and thank
their lucky stars for it,
“For a
Jackie Gorman, and
“ceremony,” our
UNC. ■
practice was to
take [graduates]
to lunch with a
PWAD professor of
their choice... A
few years
later...we
decided to have a
reception like
the departments.”
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Reporting from Washington, cont’d. from p.1

“I know about
stuff like
“Peace and
War…” What else

slathering (cont’d p.5) politics in hot and spicy sauce,
blogging about it, then eating it for dinner. Maybe I
would've been able to do
that if I would've taken, oh, I
don't know— “Psychology
of Artistic Basket Weaving.”
But I'll go with "Violence
and Religion in Literature
from Epic to Novel." It just
has a better ring to it.
War is tackling a
class with the title of
"Theory of War" and pretending like you're even
qualified to understand the
subject matter, or getting

through Sarah Shield's class
on Israel / Palestine Conflict
while being adamantly Zionist. It's being able to open
Gerard Chaliand's book
without immediate selfflagellation and / or heavy
drinking, or surviving
McKeown's International
Relations and World Politics
despite failing every quiz for
eight straight weeks.
When I question a
politician for his policy prescriptions, or try to survive
my company's downsizing
because of the economy, or
even just deal with burned

toast - it doesn't seem so bad.
I mean, I know about stuff
like "Peace and War." I'm
aware of "International Organizations and Global Issues." I'm in tune with
"Joseph Glatthaar." What
else could I need? ■

could I need?”

Reflecting on PWAD, cont’d. from p.1
department and the most
interesting classes, we were
also going to play Assassins
like no other. Standing in
the coffee shop looking at
my plan’s collapse, all I
could think was darn
Clausewitz and darn friction
of war. Caddell would be so
proud. I really had remem-

PWAD majors after a snowball fight , Hamilton Hall Courtyard

bered something. If only I
had remembered to watch
my back . . .
Melodramatic stories aside, I have to admit
that when Jackie asked me
to write an article for the
newsletter I was at a loss.
How can you possibly fit
four years, an entire major,
and a great department into
400 words? PWAD is different from every other department I’ve seen at Carolina,
either as a double major or
in my role as Student Body
President. That difference is
the source of our strength.
No other program on campus has a Jackie Gorman.
Few programs the size of
ours have majors that know
each other so well. Even
fewer have a Caddell, Bapat,
or Glatthaar – professors
willing to go the extra length

to help students and to form
a connection with them. I
have spent the better part of
the past year extolling the
connection between strong
academic departments and
great academic experiences
for students. The strength of
a student’s college education
depends as much, if not
more, on her department as
on her university. Speaking
in Board of Trustees meetings or in meetings with the
Chancellor, I knew what
makes a great department (or
curriculum, in this case) because of my time in PWAD.
I may not have learned how
to survive Assassins, but I
have at least learned that. ■
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Profile on Dr. Caddell
by Stephanie Yera (‘09)

I

f there is just one word
that could describe Dr.
Joe Caddell, it would
have to be this: patriot.
Caddell, a retired
lieutenant colonel of the
U.S. Air Force Reserve,
exemplifies what it means to
be a true patriot of two great
countries – the U.S. and the
Tar Heel Nation – by devoting himself to the ideals of
service, scholarship, public
debate and Carolina basketball.
After graduating
from UNC-Chapel Hill in
1973, Caddell’s military
career began with his service as a combat intelligence
officer, leading to his work
on the faculty of the Air
War College during his active duty tour with the Air
Force Reserve. His military
service in intelligence
spanned more than 20 years.
“Teaching at the
intelligence defense college
is similar to teaching in
Peace, War and Defense,”
Caddell said. “We just want
people to think, not necessarily to take the pro-war
stance.”
Caddell’s teaching
method emphasizes the important distinction between
rigorous scholarship and
academics. Though Caddell
is famous among students
for his story telling and
knack for comedic timing,
he is also greatly respected
for his ability to challenge a
student’s perceptions of
argument and logic, the key
components to successful
scholarship.
If you have ever
been a student in one of
Caddell’s classes, chances
are you are well-versed in
the composition of the dia-

lectic and the use of a
memorable anecdote involving elephants and a
tomato patch as an illustration of the dreaded logic
lapse, his main point being
that every intelligent argument requires complete
research and complete
logic.
“The greatest joy
of being here has been this sounds corny – but
there’s an eagerness to
learn,” Caddell said. “I
learn as much from students as I do from my colleagues.”
Spotting Caddell
alone on campus is an unusual sight; students surround his lectern before
and after class, walk to and
from lectures with him and
visit his office to discuss
their research papers for
other classes or to simply
chat about vacations and
Carolina.
“You guys are so
optimistic. You’re having
a good time. I like being
around people who are
enjoying themselves,”
Caddell said. “There’s just
something that’s fun about
learning.”
Although his academic career led him into
enemy territory, Caddell
reconciles his graduate
studies at Duke University
with the simple fact that
the person he and numerous scholars consider to be
the greatest military historian of his time, Dr. Theodore Ropp, happened to be
teaching at Duke when
Caddell was able to be his
student.
“I hate to say that
about Duke,” Caddell said
of his time studying with

Ropp. “But, it’s true.
That was a wonderful
experience.”
Caddell’s scholarship allowed him to
become the first postdoctoral fellow of the
Triangle Institute for Security Studies in 1985.
Ropp, the late
author of “War in the
Modern World,” clearly
had a profound effect on
Caddell. When Caddell
speaks of Ropp and of his
own teaching method, it is
obvious Ropp’s research
and advice continue to
inspire him.
“That’s the only
reason to go to Duke, is
for Ropp,” Caddell said.
He made it clear
that despite his accomplishments at Duke, he
remains a loving patriot of
Carolina.
“It’s always fun
to beat (cont’d p.7)

“Ask him about
anything
related to
Peace, War, and
Defense
Curriculum...an
d he will
surely respond
with the
Carolina Blue
enthusiasm of a
Tar Heel Nation
alumnus.”

Dr. Caddell and Stephanie Yera (‘09)
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Profile on Dr. Caddell, cont’d from p.6

“I applied to
Carolina

Duke,” Caddell said.
Caddell described
what made his undergraduate career at Carolina so
special as being the idea that
you could have a good time
and also enjoy your classes.
This, he said, is “the Carolina experience.”
Caddell teaches a
variety of classes at Carolina, including Air Power
and Modern Warfare, the
History of Sea Power, the
History of Intelligence Operations and Problems in
Intelligence.
As part of a torture
symposium in 2008, Caddell
presented a dialectic on
whether torture is an effective intelligence tool.

“Everything that I
had ever seen on torture in
the Air Force was that it
wasn’t effective,” Caddell
said.
Still, it was important to him to present it as a
dialectic, so that people
would know he examined
both sides of the debate, he
said, staying true to his
teaching method of thorough research and logical
argument.
From an intelligence standpoint, torture is
not a moral issue, but a critical issue that could be hindering military operations,
he said.
Caddell’s commitment to public debate is

evident in his respect for
his students, as students are
encouraged to interrupt his
lectures with questions.
No question is ignored,
whether it is asked in a
formal setting or during a
walk to class.
Ask him about
anything related to the
Peace, War and Defense
department - his students,
his colleagues, the interdisciplinary curriculum - and
he will surely respond with
the Carolina Blue enthusiasm of a Tar Heel Nation
alumnus.
“It’s a great honor to work
with these people,” Caddell
said. “I have a heck of a
good time.” ■

because of one
fact: they

Life from PWAD Major to Marine

offered Peace,
War, and
Defense.”

By Charlotte Brock (‘02)

O

ne lovely Carolina
day in the fall of
2000, a handful of
PWAD majors got into a van
and drove to Washington,
DC. We were on a two-day
field trip to visit a few of the
places where we could hope
to get jobs one day.
Today, the trip is a

Charlotte Brock (‘02)

blur. I seem to recall visiting the National GeoSpatial Intelligence
Agency, the CIA, and a
think-tank (though I don’t
remember which one). I
know I was impressed by
the think-tank; the idea of a
place where people think
and write about important
issues intrigued me.
Maybe one day… Of
course, my career was set
for at least four years: I
was a Marine-option midshipman at the Navy
ROTC unit at Carolina,
and, for better or worse,
my focus throughout college was at least as much
on preparing to be a Marine officer as it was on my
classes. I had chosen
Peace, War and Defense as
my intended major a year
earlier, when I was living

in France. I had completed
my first two years of college at the Sorbonne and
decided that I would return
to the United States after
six years abroad, and become a Marine. Reading
through the endless list of
colleges and overwhelmed
at all the choices, I applied
to Carolina because of one
fact: they offered Peace,
War and Defense. The title
of the major (if not its acronym) inspired me with its
grand and almost mystical
connotations. What I actually studied in PWAD,
however, had a solid
grounding in history and
science. I particularly enjoyed (and was challenged
by) the Physics/PWAD
classes I took. Other favorites were any and all of
Professor (cont’d p.9)
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A Year as Student Body Vice President
By Todd Dalrymple (‘09)

W

hen J.J. and I
would tell
administrators
we were both Peace, War
& Defense majors, we
received one of two reactions: genuine intrigue or,
more often, pure and unmistakable fear.
Okay, so maybe we only
like to think we scared
someone – but knowing
they would spend the year
partnering with two people who study “war” had
to be at least a little bit
unsettling, right?
Thankfully, and maybe
much to your disappointment, working with the
UNC-Chapel Hill administration did not resemble
siege warfare on South
Building (Sorry, Dr. Lee).
I will admit, however, that
J.J. and I fantasized early
in our term about a University War Board, donning military fatigues, and

calling our administration
a junta. And sometimes
developing a plan for strategic surprise or deeming
certain administrators to
be tuition “hawks” or
“doves” went over the
head of our non-PWAD
Cabinet. In spite of our
vision for a truly-PWAD
Student Government, I’m
happy to report that we
will leave office without
having to negotiate a
peace settlement with
Chancellor Thorp or Student Congress – although
PWAD did give us the
skills to pull one off.
In short, the year – despite
the sleepless nights and
meeting-filled weekends –
was absolutely worth it.
The most rewarding thing
about being a part of Student Government is how
immersed you become in
the Carolina community.

Working on
tuition, towngown relations,
student life, and
academics both
engaged me
with the most
pressing issues
facing the University and put
into context my
role as a Carolina student. I
am incredibly
grateful that J.J.
gave the fellow
PWAD major she had never
previously met the opportunity to work alongside her to
complete a 45-page platform
– without staging a coup. ■

Todd (‘09) with his favorite
food: dessert

My Life and PWAD
By Jeff Smith (‘08)

L

ike most overachieving freshmen,
I came to UNC with
an ironclad twenty-year
plan that I had meticulously mapped out. In my
case, I knew for an absolute fact that I would double-major in Political Science and Chinese, and then
become an overpaid corporate lawyer living in Beijing or Shanghai. There
wasn’t really any question
of that in my mind, and I
couldn’t imagine that I
would ever want to be anything else. Growing up on

Topsail Island, NC, gives
you a lot of time to think
about such things--specifically, seven months out of
the year (which we usually
refer to as "Winter", even
though it starts at Halloween and ends just before
Memorial Day).
My dedication to
my twenty-year-plan lasted
two years, until a semester
in China brought me faceto-face with the people I
wanted so badly to emulate. I realized that an
AMEX Centurion card and
an endless parade of

buxom young mistresses,
while certainly appealing
to a 20-year-old redneck
kid from Margaritaville,
could never
replace my
need to actually do something worthwhile during
my life. This
feeling was
cemented by
a summer
studying in
Rome, where
I encountered
(cont’d p.17)
Jeff Smith (‘08)
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Life from PWAD Major to Marine, cont’d from p.7

“In addition to
an appreciation
for the solid
foundation in
defense issues
and military
history that
PWAD has given
me, I have a
real fondness
for my eyebrow
raising,
conversation
starting
degree.”

Caddell’s classes. I still find
myself wishing I could drop
by just to listen to him talk
(and talk, and talk).
After graduation, I
reported to the Basic Officer
Course in Quantico, Virginia, where newlycommissioned second lieutenants spend six months
learning the basics of being
an infantry platoon commander. There, I obtained
my Military Occupational
Specialty, Communications
and Information Systems.
My next training school was
also in Quantico, and lasted
another six months. Finally,
in early summer 2003, I
reported to my first duty
station, Camp Pendleton, in
Southern California. I deployed to Iraq in February
2004 and again in July 2005.
During my year or so in
country, I was lucky enough
to visit Northern Iraq
(Mosul, Tal Afar), several
camps around Fallujah, and
Baghdad. I worked in Communications, leading the
Marines who set up radio,
wire, and data networks, in

Anti-Terrorism/Force protection, checking the security measures on various US
camps, and in Information
Operations, writing and editing newspaper articles as
part of the “hearts and
minds” campaign. Some of
the highlights of my tours in
Iraq were flying in a Black
Hawk through a sand storm,
feeding the “FeyadeenEating” fish in the lake
around the Al-Faw Palace
on Camp Victory, getting a
tour of a detention facility
near Tal Afar, and of course
finding my family in the
crowd the day I came home.
I decided to stay in
for another tour after my
second deployment and was
sent to Marine Corps Recruit Depot Parris Island,
South Carolina. I served as
a Series Commander, supervising the Drill Instructors
who turned young women
into Marines at 4th Recruit
Training Battalion, the only
all-female battalion in the
US military. There I was
able to apply some of the
knowledge I had gained
from my PWAD days: I
used my research on the
history of women’s participation in warfare to create a
class on women warriors for
the female recruits.
I went on to work
in the regimental operations
section, writing training
schedules and Standard Operating Procedures, planning
special events and visits,
and helping the Recruit
Training Regiment reorganize to enable the Marine
Corps to expand from a
force of 180,000 Marines to
202,000. I also participated
in a creative non-fiction
workshop for active-duty

and retired military people.
I wrote about some of my
experiences during my first
deployment, working at a
Mortuary Affairs unit.
About a year later, I sent
the piece to a few literary
journals. The Gettysburg
Review published it in their
Fall 2008 Issue; it was also
picked up in the book Powder: Writing by Women in
the Ranks from Vietnam to
Iraq. Amazingly, NPR’s
Liane Hansen interviewed
me about the book for
Morning Edition Sunday
right around Veterans’ Day
2008.
After two years at
Parris Island, I was ready
to try my hand at civilian
life, and so separated from
the Marine Corps in July
2008, as a captain. I didn’t
know what exactly I
wanted to do; I intended to
go to graduate school eventually, but wasn’t sure what
I wanted to study. I had
loved my Peace, War and
Defense undergraduate
degree and felt like it
opened up many possibilities. I’ve also always loved
writing, and thought about
a career in journalism.
While perusing the internet
for jobs in journalism, I
came across the website of
the Center for Strategic and
Budgetary Assessments; it
was cited as one of the
prime defense and strategy
think-tanks. I recalled my
PWAD trip to the DC think
-tank eight years earlier
and decided to apply. A
few months and interviews
later, I was hired as an editor/analyst. I’ve been at
CSBA for almost ten
months now and love it.
What CSBA (cont’d p.10)
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From the Desk of the Chair
By Joe Glatthaar

S

tudents and faculty of

“...we have 257
majors, an
increase of 25%
in a single
academic year.”

the Curriculum in Peace,
War and Defense have enjoyed another banner year in
2008-09. Last year, I
boasted that PWAD topped
200 majors (includes freshmen and sophomores) for
the first time. Just prior to
graduation, we had 257 majors, an increase of 25% in a
single academic year. Forty
-one students graduated in
May, bringing our total
number of graduates in the
summer, fall, and spring to
56. More than 4,000 seats
were occupied in our 76
PWAD courses. And the
number of freshmen who
declared PWAD as a major
soared by 30%, boding even
greater numbers of majors in

future years.
Last year, I
thought the graduating students were
exceptional. This
class tops them.
Two of our majors
are graduating with
highest honors, and
four more graduated
with honors. Nine
of our majors,
nearly 25% of them,
will graduate with
distinction. Approximately 10% of
our class was selected for Phi Beta
Kappa, the oldest
and most prestigious academic society. That is four
times the University average
of 2-3%.
Competition for the

Curriculum Chair Joe Glatthaar

Richard H. Kohn Award,
the highest (cont’d p.11)

Life from PWAD Major to Marine, cont’d. from p.9

does is a perfect fit for a
PWAD alumna; I have
worked on reports on each of
the US military services,
military manpower, the de-

Brock (‘02) receiving a promotion

fense budget, strategic
challenges facing the
United States, combat
training, operational art,
reorganizing for national
security, new weapon systems, future warfare, and
more. Additionally, CSBA
hosts war games in which I
get to listen to and interact
with prominent military
and strategic minds.
I’m still unsure of
what I want to do “when I
grow up”; I’ve applied to
an Anthropology and History PhD program, a Security Studies Masters, and a
Journalism Masters. When
I receive responses from

each program, I’ll have to
decide what course to pursue. Whichever way I go, I
know I’ll never regret having chosen PWAD as my
undergrad major. In addition to an appreciation for
the solid foundation in defense issues and military
history that PWAD has
given me, I have a real
fondness for my eyebrowraising, conversationstarting degree. ■
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PWAD majors gather on Franklin
Street after UNC Men’s Basketball
wins the NCAA National Championship

Nearly 25% of
PWAD majors
graduated in
May 2009 with
Distinction

grade point average among
our graduates, and the Russell Cowell Award, the
highest grade point average
in the PWAD major, is
fierce. Colette Nickel received the Kohn Award, and
Laura Lumb earned the
Cowell Award in the closest
competition in PWAD history.
PWAD had the rare
honor of being the home of
both the Student Body President, J.J. Raynor, and Student Body Vice President,
Todd Dalrymple. J.J. received a majority vote on
the first ballot for President
and she then selected Todd
as her Vice President. The
administration team did a
superb job. In the aftermath
of the Eve Carson tragedy,
J.J. and Todd brought stability, creativity, and excellent
judgment to their positions.
Thank you for your wonderful service to the University
and for representing PWAD
among students, faculty,
administrators, and alumni
so splendidly.
PWAD sponsored
or co-sponsored a large
number of speakers last
year. James McPherson,

Pulitzer Prize winning historian, spoke on his new book
Tried By War: Abraham
Lincoln as Commander in
Chief to a standing room
only crowd at Wilson Library. Emmanuel Jal, a former child soldier in Africa,
detailed the horrors of child
soldiers and what an international crisis it has become.
Jeremi Suri, Professor of
History at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, delivered a brilliant lecture on the
origins of the Cold War.
Michael Geyer of the University of Chicago talked of
genocide, massacre, and
warfare in World War II.
Cynthia Enloe addressed,
“What Women Think about
Security” to a packed house
in the Global Initiatives
Center, and British historian
Jeremy Black answered the
question, “Could the Brits
Have Won the War for Independence?” before a large
audience at Hamilton Hall.
Next year, PWAD has committed to co-sponsor the
Peace Studies Association
National Conference at
UNC, an international conference on the state of civilmilitary relations, and security programs at an International Immigration Conference organized by the Center for the Americas.
On a sad note, former PWAD chair R. Don
Higginbotham, the Dowd
Professor of Peace, War and
Defense, passed away in
June. Don was one of the
leading experts on the
American Revolution and
regarded as the expert on
George Washington. He
was author or editor of ten
books, including the most
highly regarded military

history of the American
Revolution, The War of
American Independence.
The former President of the
Southern Historical Association and the Society of
the Historians for the Early
Republic, Don chaired
PWAD from 1988 to 1992.
He was a mainstay of the
program for more than
three and a half decades,
and both faculty and students miss him greatly.
With Don’s passing, PWAD currently has
two chaired professorships
vacant. In addition to the
Dowd Professorship that
Don held, PWAD and Political Science worked
strenuously but failed to fill
the Richard Krasno Distinguished Professorship this
year. PWAD plans to
launch a new search to fill
the Krasno Chair this fall.
It is with mixed
sentiments that I announce
the loss of our work-study
student, Ben Mansbach.
Ben came two years ago
and has done a superb job
for Jackie Gorman and me.
His high-caliber work and
irrepressible demeanor has
made him a godsend for
our overworked PWAD
staff. Ben graduates with
Distinction this May and
has an offer of a teaching
position in France. After
that, he plans to attend
graduate school. Needless
to say, when Ben is ready,
he will receive a stellar
recommendation from the
two of us. We will sorely
miss him, and at the same
time we are very proud of
Ben’s accomplishments.
Last year, new
Student Body President J.J.
(cont’d p.12)
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10% of the
graduating
class was
selected for
Phi Beta Kappa,

Raynor wondered, “How
many departments have a
Jackie Gorman? I’m interested in recreating the
PWAD experience for other
departments.” Unfortunately, as all of us know,
there is only one Jackie Gorman. The Curriculum’s
success begins with Jackie.
She is the glue that bonds
PWAD. Jackie converts a
large university into a cozy
home for our majors. At the
same time, she handles all
our accounts, manages our
course offerings, straightens
out student problems, and
keeps the department chair
informed and in line. I cannot imagine running PWAD

without her invaluable service, and my only regret is
that we never can seem to
get her the pay and recognition outside PWAD that she
deserves.
As most of you
may know, on June 30 I am
stepping down as PWAD
chair and turning responsibilities over to the capable
hands of Wayne Lee. I shall
return to the History Department and continue to teach
my classes that are crosslisted with PWAD and, perhaps, offer something new
for our students. Like most
administrative jobs, there
are many things I will not
miss, like meetings and pa-

perwork, and paperwork,
and more paperwork.
What I will miss is working alongside Jackie and
the faculty, continuing to
build something very special here, an interdisciplinary major in which
students get a superb education, receive sound guidance on their career paths,
and gain a true appreciation
of what PWAD and UNC
have to offer. It is you, the
students, whom I shall miss
most of all. You have been
a joy to serve and lead, and
I shall never regret a minute that I devoted to help
you fulfill your dreams. ■

the oldest and
most

Work in the Office of Naval Intelligence
By Alec Strong (‘08)

prestigious
academic
society

W

hile it feels like
only yesterday
that I was in
Professor Caddell’s History
of Intelligence Operations
course, it has been almost a
year since I graduated from
UNC with Peace, War &

Defense and History majors. After graduating, I
moved to Washington,
D.C. and began work at the
Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI). My studies
at UNC and particularly
my PWAD experience prepared me for the
demanding and
time-consuming
nature of working in the Intelligence Community and were
critical to my
successes at
ONI.
Soon after arriving at ONI, I was
selected to conduct a 6-month
rotation with
U.S. Naval
Forces Europe &
U.S. Naval

Forces Africa in Naples,
Italy. I moved to Italy and
was assigned to support
Commander, Task Force 69.
CTF 69 is the controlling
authority for all U.S. submarines deployed in the European and African theaters of
operations. In this role, I
was responsible for ensuring
U.S. and Allied units were
provided up-to-date intelligence and were properly
positioned to satisfy theater
and national military and
intelligence objectives.
In addition to providing
intelligence support to CTF
69, I served as an ONI liaison to U.S. 6th Fleet by contributing to high-level bilateral military relationships
with NATO allies. While I
enjoyed directly working
with U.S. submarines more,
in this (cont’d p.13)
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Allison Greenspan, Luke Morgan, and Nate Friedman

position, I had the privilege
of traveling extensively
throughout Europe to meet
with foreign partners and
U.S. submarines conducting
port calls. On one occasion,
I took part in a distinguished
visitor cruise with several
Spanish admirals, the Spanish Chief of Naval Operations, and the American
Ambassador to Spain onboard a U.S. submarine visiting Spain. It was an
amazing experience!

Though living in Italy and
traveling around Europe was
a lot of fun, the most enjoyable and rewarding part of
my experience was the
privilege of working with
and directly supporting
American sailors. I had a
fantastic supervisor and
worked side-by-side highly
professional and proficient
naval officers and enlisted
personnel. The organizational and physical arrangement gave me a unique in-

depth perspective of the
Navy and exposure to an
intense and unforgiving
operational environment. I
learned many lessons,
made many friends, and
will come back to D.C.
with a concrete understanding of the needs, concerns,
and priorities of the men
and women I am tasked to
support. ■

A Transfer’s Story
By Cooper Akin (‘10)

T

Prospective
transfer
students should
know that the
PWAD curriculum
“is the best
academic
experience I
could imagine.”

ransferring between
schools is an exciting
but taxing process.
At several points I had flash
backs to my senior year of
high school, much of which
I would have rather forgotten. The applications, the
deadlines, the waiting in
suspense, not knowing
where I’d be in a couple
months, were nerve-racking
to say the least. Last year, I
was enjoying the fun and
sun at UNC Wilmington,
but I knew Chapel Hill was
where I wanted to be. I had
looked into the Peace, War
and Defense program and
was always very interested
in the curriculum. My hard
work was rewarded and I
came to Chapel Hill in August 2008.
For transfers, forging a network of friends can
be difficult. Most people
have laid down roots once
they are in one place for a
year or two and starting over

can be very intimidating.
Luckily, Jackie Gorman is
in her office everyday
along with an everbroadening group of interesting PWAD majors. Everyone has been very welcoming and helpful. I feel
truly integrated
into this large,
diverse, and
fun group; and
I know that all
the majors
who follow
will feel the
same. I encourage any
prospective
transfers reading this newsletter not to let
anything get in
your way and
know that
UNC, especially the

Peace, War and Defense
curriculum, is the best academic experience I could
imagine. Call me crazy, but
I don’t regret leaving the
beach at all. You’ll find
home here, too. ■

Cooper Akin (’10) after a successful skydive
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Internship in the U.S. Embassy in Spain
By Melody Pineda (‘09)

A

n

internship in
an Embassy
of the United
States was my
dream job. It
proved to be
an experience
that as a
whole
strengthened
me, at times
scared me,
and confirmed that the dreams I
sought were attainable.
Put a small town
girl in the third largest city
in Europe miles from home,
leave her to decipher the
system of planes and subways, and make everything
she sees and hears to be in a
foreign language. This intense feeling of lost is the
situation in which I found
myself upon arrival.
Thanks to grace I
could not obtain for myself I
soon settled into this strange
city. Initially, I was disappointed as I lived 20 km
outside the city, and the
town was filled with immigrants and Spanish workers.
The tall brick high
rises blocking the sun and
destroying the trees were not
the romantic Spain of which
I read in Hemmingway’s

novels. However, as I adjusted to my hour bus ride
and 15 minute walk to work
each day I began to appreciate my situation. I said I
wanted to know how the
“real people” of Spain lived.
Now I knew.
The people
with whom I
rode the bus
daily were
hard and faithful workers.
They were on
this bus because they had
no other
choice. The
city of Madrid
offered opportunity and a
means of survival though it lacked the
glamour I anticipated.
I witnessed the
strict budget on which the
“abuela” I lived with governed her life. I saw her
carefully count her money,
turn off the heat and sit with
one small lamp in the night.
She hung her clothes in the
window because she could
not afford a dryer or the
electricity that it needed. I
was there when she at last
purchased the comfortable
chair for which she saved
her money for years.
In my Spanish
abuela, I saw the pain
caused by Francisco Franco
in a way no history book
could ever describe. Her
tears poured as she showed
me a yellowed photo of herself and her brothers. It was
the photo her father kept
with him while a political
prisoner of Franco. On the
back was a message to his
children written the night
before he was to be killed.

Again, after I returned
from a visit to “El Valle de
los Caidos,” my abuela
cried as she explained that
at that monument Franco
designed for himself her
father is buried, not in
honor, but
in a mass
grave as a
political
prisoner
forced to
labor until
his execution. My
history
book never
showed the
tears my
abuela
cried over
her lost
father and lonely mother.
Madrid offered
not only painful memories,
but it also represented new
opportunity. I grew to appreciate the grandness of
Madrid. The street on
which I worked was Calle
Serrano, also known as the
Street of Gold. Many areas
of Madrid offered the excitement found in large and
thriving cities. However,
Madrid at last began to
enchant me when I would
turn a corner off a busy
modern road and find myself lost on a cobblestone
street of which I had previously only dreamed. I
made friends with the
bookstore owner, deeply
nestled among his tomes,
and he told me he had been
there for 30 years. I came
to recognize the homeless
man on Serrano who would
always wave as I passed on
my daily runs. I talked often with the Spanish guards
and cleaning (cont’d p.14)
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Internship in the U.S. Embassy in Spain, cont’d from p.14
ladies who
worked at
the Embassy. I was
becoming
friends with
the heart of
Spain.
At
the Embassy, I was
introduced
to a world I
saw only in
movies.
There were receptions at the
Ambassador’s residence
with American visitors and
Spanish dignitaries. People
wore their finest formal
clothes and talked of international politics and culture.
At these events Embassy
employees were to facilitate
the crowd and act as hosts,
ensuring that all are welcomed and comfortable.
There were meetings to organize visits from
American officials. One
responsibility of an American Embassy is to host
American officials and prepare a suitable agenda for
their visit and coordinate

with the Spanish officials.
There were tickets
for the grand opening of a
new Picasso exhibition on
loan from Paris. These tickets came from the Public
Affairs Cultural Section
who also planned outreach
programs with the community, which sought to improve the Spanish public
opinion and knowledge of
the United States.
I spent one day
observing the consular section. The tales that came
through those windows
made it difficult but necessary to adhere to policy.
There were people from all
walks of life seeking visas
to the United States for various reasons. Some were
obviously desperate for new
opportunity and others
merely wanted to visit family. I was incredibly surprised at the number of
Eastern European immigrants to Spain who sought
to immigrate to the United
States. The job of the consular tears one between the
sympathy of the heart and
the demands of policy.

In the Embassy, a
significant portion of time
is spent researching the
happenings of the country
in order to develop reports
for those in Washington
headquarters or other Embassies. Foreign Nationals
are hired to work inside the
Embassy to provide a more
detailed understanding of
the functions of government and the opinions of
society.
My Embassy experience certainly confirmed my desires to pursue a career with the Department of State. My advice to those pursuing such
an internship would be to
experience the Embassy to
its fullest, but also to place
oneself in an environment
that allows understanding
of the citizens of that country to increase. If you want
more information about an
internship with a U.S. Embassy go to
www.careers.state.gov or
contact the UNC and Duke
Diplomat in Residence,
Steve Kelly. ■

story of my conversion
from International Studies
to PWAD is one of
Jackie’s favorites for demonstrating to the irresistible
appeal of the major to prospective students, and indeed it’s a fitting example.
The factors that contributed
to my transition capture
many of the elements that
make PWAD great.
To start, it was an

enthusiastic major and
close friend, Kelsey
Greenawalt, who introduced me to PWAD and
was the first to insist that I
belonged among its ranks.
She told me numerous
times, “Ben, you should
really look into PWAD.
You would really like it.”
And she was right. I really
do like it and from what
I’ve observed (cont’d p.16)

Discovering PWAD
By Benjamin Mansbach

I

Caitlin Blaisdell-Buck

first stepped into
Jackie’s office as a
Political Science and
International Studies double major searching for a
work-study job. I graduated
in May with Peace, War, &
Defense swapped for International Studies and two
years of memories being
employed in undoubtedly
the liveliest departmental
office on campus. The
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“I feel
incredibly
fortunate to
have found such
a vibrant
office” in
which to do
work-study.

since, peers are often a driving force in bringing fellow
students into the PWAD
fold.
The Curriculum’s
course catalogue provided a
second indication that the
major would be a good fit.
Each registration period I
found myself referring to the
PWAD courses for a succinct list of classes that
matched my interests. After
declaring the major, I continued to gravitate to the
PWAD course list concerned primarily with
whether I had enough semesters left to take all the
classes I wanted to before
graduation. That picking
PWAD classes was an exciting process and not a chore
speaks to the character of
PWAD Curriculum.
The final push
came quickly after I began
work-study in Jackie’s office which is where many of
the unique components of
the major converge. There I

chatted with majors about
their favorite classes, developed relationships with
PWAD professors who
stopped by, learned about
PWAD events, and finally
made PWAD one of my
official majors. It has been a
harmonious match ever
since.
As for work-study,
working for Jackie and Dr.

Glatthaar has been a true
joy. I feel incredibly fortunate to have found such a
vibrant office to work in
and I am deeply grateful to
Jackie and Dr. Glatthaar
for bringing me on board. I
will take away many fond
memories from 401 Hamilton. ■

Work-Study student Ben Mansbach (‘09) with Office Manager
Jackie Gorman and fellow major Kelsey Greenawalt (‘09)

1st Lt. Peter Dixon (’06) in the News

Former PWAD major 1st
Lt. Peter Dixon was interviewed by his hometown
paper, The Almanac, during his leave from duty in
Afghanistan. Lessons from
PWAD help him understand the situation there:
“He draws...upon his education at the University of

North Carolina, where he
double-majored in political
science and peace, war and
defense — an interdisciplinary program that combines aspects of military
history, psychology and
philosophy. His subject list
included a class on the media's coverage of war, and
one on classical military

tactics; another addressed
the topic of whether war
can be just.”
The article is by Sean
Howell and can be found in
its entirety at:
www.almanacnews.com/
story.php?story_id=7396
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“I am so
grateful that I
found Peace,
War, and
Defense. I have
always been
treated as a
valued member
of a close-knit
community...and
never merely as
a Personal
Identification
Number…”

the Roman conception of
civic responsibility for the
first time (as well as gelato,
which was almost as fascinating).
After I suffered a
whollyunexpected
traumatic head
injury (of no
fault of my
own) at the
start of my
(original) junior year, I
withdrew from
classes to undergo reconstructive surgery and begin
my cognitive
rehabilitation.
When I returned to the University, my
grades dropped precipitously as a result of my vocabulary loss. To protect my
Political Science GPA, I
enrolled only in electives
and Classics courses. I expanded on my new interest
in the ancient Mediterranean
world by spending the summer on a Mycenaean and
Early Archaic archaeological dig in Eastern Crete. My
neuropsychologist approved
of my summer plans, but
told me that I needed to start
taxing my writing and
speaking skills once I returned. I took a job writing
board editorials for The
Daily Tar Heel, and also got
heavily involved with the
Dialectic & Philanthropic
Societies, UNC’s 213-yearold debating society. Over
the course of my time at
UNC, I ended up becoming
the Opinion Editor of the
DTH and the President of Di
-Phi (proof that absolutely
anyone can do anything as

long as they actually show
up for a sustained period of
time).
I had been instructed to take Air Power
and Sea Power with Prof.
Joe Caddell by at least six
different non-PWAD majors
over the course of my life,
including my high school
soccer coach and my microbiologist cousin. I took Air
Power and loved it, and
signed up for Sea Power as
soon as I could. I also decided to change my second
major to Peace, War, and
Defense and to take two
other PWAD courses in
addition to Prof. Caddell’s.
My Classics courses had
introduced me to a world
where honor, duty, and responsibility were greater in
value than any material
comfort. My PWAD courses
gave me a modern context
for this philosophy. More
importantly, they led me to
the conclusion that many of
the things we take for
granted – from low-cost
iPods to the luxury of not
having to worry about being
killed in the middle of the
night – are not guaranteed.
There will always be someone eager to kill and destroy
to get what they want, and
the only way to stop that is
to develop a deterrent that
they do not think they can
overcome. That said, the
people who maintain this
deterrent are also responsible for making sure that it is
used appropriately, and not
as a tool for self-promotion
or conquest. I came to realize that, much as with disease, understanding the pathology of war is the key to
minimizing its terrible influence on our lives.

I am so grateful
that I found Peace, War,
and Defense. I was always
treated as a valued member
of a close-knit community
by Jackie Gorman and by
all of the professors, and
never merely as a Personal
Identification Number –
something that had become
all-too-common in my
other majors. I always got
the classes I needed, I was
always able to contact my
professors, and they were
always willing to talk to
me as a friend, not as a
supplicant. In particular, I
developed a close friendship with Dr. Caddell and
his family that continues to
this day.
I also enjoyed –
and still enjoy – being a
part of the PWAD family. I
met more close friends
dropping by Jackie’s office
to say hi than I did in two
years at Young Democrats.
The dedication and intellectual curiosity of my
peers was on a level far
beyond that of any other
academic grouping I encountered in my six years
at UNC. They also tended
to be really fun to spend
time with; I attended at
least twenty official
PWAD functions during
my time at Carolina (what
other major consistently
draws a sizeable percentage of its population to its
evening lecture series?) as
well as countless unofficial
gatherings on Franklin
Street. A few of us even
met regularly for breakfast
at Carolina Coffee Shop,
where the veterans would
swap war stories and the
young'uns like me would
soak them up. (cont’d p.18)
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“Academically,
I can honestly
say that PWAD
classes were
the most
rewarding ones
I took at UNC.”

Now, when I come back to
Chapel Hill to visit, seven of
the ten people I contact are
fellow majors.
Academically, I
can honestly say that my
PWAD classes were the
most rewarding ones I took
at UNC. Whether with
Profs. Bapat, Caddell, Glatthaar, Hunt, Kohn, or Lee, I
could always count on informative and enjoyable lectures and highly engaging
readings and assignments.
Instead of being given specific topics to write on,
many classes encouraged to
write on any topic related to
the course that I wanted. On
more than one occasion, my
enthusiasm for my work led
me to do research and analysis far beyond what I needed
to get an A. In one case, a
five-page paper assignment
turned into a twenty-fivepage study of the Chinese
Embassy Bombing in Belgrade. Instead of condemning so egregious an abuse of
the word limit, Dr. Caddell
encouraged
me to continue working on it. I
eventually
expanded
into an
Honors
Thesis, in
the process
becoming
fascinated
with modern Balkan
history and
visiting the
region four
times
where,
among
other
things, I

went sailing in Dalmatia and
herded goats in the Albanian
highlands.
I never saw myself
as an academic. I never had
any desire to do research. I
merely wanted to get my
B.A. and a high LSAT score
so I could go to a good law
school and make a lot of
money. But now I find myself studying for an M.A. in
Intelligence & International
Security at King’s College,
London, an opportunity that
came as a direct result of my
involvement with Peace,
War, and Defense. I’m having an amazing time here,
and my “work” involves
studying subjects that I
would probably be reading
about for fun on my own.
While I’m learning, I get to
live in a wonderful
neighborhood of a wonderful city and meet wonderful
people from all over the
world.
While I’m working
on my M.A. dissertation
(either on the Estonian Cy-

berwar of 2007 or NATO
Human Intelligence in Bosnia; I haven’t decided), I
plan to travel around
Europe and the Mediterranean – including yet another visit to the Balkans.
Following that, I will spend
at least a few months on
Capitol Hill with the House
Armed Services Committee
– an opportunity made possible by my PWAD degree
– and then apply for an
intelligence officer’s commission in the U.S. Navy
or Air Force. Where my
life will take me from there
is a mystery, but it’s an
exciting mystery that
would never have been
possible if I hadn’t signed
up for Air Power long ago.
If nothing else, I hope that
I will have good stories to
tell my grandchildren, and
that I will look back at the
end of my life and say that
what I did was worth the
opportunities I was given.
■

Just a Few of the Things
That Make PWAD Great:
•

PWAD Bumper Stickers

•

Snowball Fights

•

Assassin

•

Bar Nights and Tequila

•

Jackie’s Office Antics

•

Paintball

•

Group Cohesion

•

Dance Parties

•

Like a Boss

•

Dancing Horses

•

The “Unit”

The editor’s of The Briefing are Benjamin Mansbach (‘09) and
Heather Giuffre (‘11)

University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
Curriculum in Peace, War,
and Defense
401 Hamilton Hall, CB# 3200
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3200
919-962-3093 (phone)
919-962-2603 (fax)

We’re on the web!
www.unc.edu/depts/pwad

Peace and war are among the
oldest dreams and most difficult
challenges of human experience.
The curriculum brings together faculty and courses from many disciplines to provide undergraduates
with a wide range of approaches to
the fundamental issues of human
conflict and national and global security and defense.
The curriculum introduces majors
to interdisciplinary perspectives with
a core of three courses: The Ethics
of Peace, War, and Defense (PWAD
272/PHIL 272), National and International Security (PWAD 350), and
Global History of Warfare (PWAD
351/HIST 351) (approval pending for
the latter.)
A flexible program of electives
permits majors to concentrate in one
of three topical areas: the culture of
peace and war; national and international defense and security; and the
evolution of warfare. In addition to
course work, the curriculum sponsors guest speakers and field trips,
and provides majors with help and
advice on internships and career
planning.

Contribute to PWAD!

D

o you want to help the
Curriculum in Peace, War,
and Defense make a difference in the lives of students
and the Carolina community?
Your gift to the curriculum
supports a range of activities,
from the annual Veterans
Day campus ceremony to
receptions for our graduating
seniors. Unrestricted gifts

also give students access to
distinguished speakers and
faculty with critical teaching
and research materials.
To make a gift, please
send your check to the Arts
and Science Foundation,
Campus Box 6115, Chapel
Hill, NC, 27599-6115, or
give on-line at
www.college.unc.edu/
foundation. Please note the

gift is for the Curriculum in
Peace, War, and Defense,
designation 1057.
If you would like
more information about creating an endowed fund, contact Ishna Hall, assistant director of development, Arts
and Science Foundation,
919/843-4885,
ishna.hall@unc.edu

